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Vehicle
Mobility

By N. W. Radfarth'and Jean Evel

McMaster University

The
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Surface cover represented by seven common coyer formulae are shown along with the pertinent
topographic and peat structure characteristics.

outlining some of the problems of
vehicular access over muskeg in
the three seasons other than win
ter, and by presenting some sug
gestions for vehicle design.

Muskeg, or Organic Terrain as
it is now, with good reason, fre
quently called, when considered in
the light of research has revealed
itself as a problematical but not
disorderly medium. This research
has led to the classification of
muskeg by surface, sub-surface
and topographic features, which
when considered together present
a quite complete picture of the
existing conditions for a given

IN Canada. where muskeg rov
ers 500,000 square miles of the

land, access in these areas is be
coming more and more important
whether the new horizons are
sought in the interests of agri
culture, forestry, mining, or en
gineering development in areas
like Swan Hills.

Access in muskeg country dur
ing the winter months probably
presents no major problems in this
mechanical age. In fact, winter is
relied upon to lessen access prob
lems, for then the frozen land no
longer traps men and machines in
its immobilizing grip. Winter, at
one time the least desirable season
for operations in the north has now
become the time when the most
work is done and when travel is
easiest. It is the time when plans
are made for summer operations
and supplies are stock-piled for the
advent of less favourable access
conditions. It is the time when the
summer's work, often conducted in
a man-against-time fashion, be
cause of the nature of the terrain,
can be perused with deliberation,
and information gleaned from it.

However, while winter condi
tions are favourable for access, it
is not always possible to conduct
or complete operations in this time.
It is those who must continue their
operations on a year round basis
that this article seeks to help by

Common
Fonnulae

AE

AEH

DFJ

DEI

EH

EI

FI

Associated
Topoo raphtc

Features

irregular peat
plateaus

irregular peat
plateaus.
rock enclosures

stream banks

ridges, stream banks

even peat plateaus,
polygons

ridges. mounds

hummocks, closed and
open ponds. polygons,
flats

area. These systems have been
presented and enlarged upon in
previous publications (1, 2, 3, 5).
Briefly, surface vegetation has
been grouped into nine classes.
designated by letters A to I in
clusive. Of these, A, B, D and E
are woody and range in height
from 15 feet and over to 0 feet
(low, spreading, shrubby). Class
es C, F, G, H and I are non-woody
and include tall and short grass
like forms (C, F), herbaceous
plants (G), and low, creeping forms
(H, I). Class H is leathery to crisp
and class I is moss-like. Combina
tions of these classes give Cover-

Sub-Surface Peat ~tru(ture

coarse-fibrous, \1, ocdy

woody coarse-fibrous with
scattered woody errat ics

woody particles in non-woody fine-fibrous

woody particles in non-woody fine-fibrous

woody and non-woody particles in fine-fibrous

woody particles in non-weedy fine-fibrous

amorphous granular, "on-woody fine-fibrous
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TABLE II

A series of curves showing qualitatively for each of eight iee form
fe>itures,V3.riation in influence on mobility throughout the yMr. Peaks
in the curves LadLeate when impedence i s greatest.

Oct-DecJuJ,y-5ept

SEASON

ing of the principles involved in
ice form-mobility relations.

There are, thus, good and bad
times for operations dependent on
effective mobility. Selection of the
period for implementation of a
project might well be considered
in relation to seasonal controls
rather than to administrative pre
ference.

In addition to showing the re
lative degree to which mobility
will be affected by ice form on a
seasonal basis, Table II suggests
that ice is present in amounts sig
nificant enough to afford potential
at times of the year when perhaps
it has been thought heretofore that

April-JuneJan-Mar

SEASONAL IMPEDENCE OF ICE FORM IN MUSKEG

ICE FORM

Interrupted
Ice Sheet

Ridging

Lensing

Ice Knolls

Thin Sheeting

Frozen River
Banks

Joined Polygons

Ice Depletion 1
Disturbed Terni

An examination of Table II,
reveals that there are eight
ice form conditions that seriously
impinge on successful mobility. To
portray the effectiveness of each
condition at different seasons,
graphic aids have been used.
Where amplitude in each graph' is
greatest, the influence of the ice
form feature in hindering effec
tive mobility is at its height. The
graphs are intended to represent
relative values of a qualitative
nature and are derived from an
analysis of descriptive data. They
are in no way a rendition of statis
tical measurement. Their use pro
vides primarily for an understand-

age Formulae by which the vege
tation in any muskeg area may be
classified. The formulae, when re
lated to topographic features and
sub-surface conditions give a fair
ly accurate description of the ter
rain (Table I). When these fea
tures are known, other conditions
and conclusions may then be in
ferred. For example, for any cov
erage formula, such data as a
range of peat depth, bearing ca
pacity and the vegetation hindrance
to vehicles may be interpreted.

Much preliminary work in as
sessing field conditions may be
done with the aid of aerial photo
graps, systems now being avail
able for photographs taken at alti
tudes of 150 to 30,000 feet 4, 6,
7). Thus, if use is made of low al
titude photography as the next
step after assessing the terrain
from the ground, it becomes pos
sible to interpret ground features
from the air, and to apply this
procedure at successively higher
altitudes. By this means, route
selection, construction sites and
new operative features can be sug
gested prior to operations - a
procedure which often minimizes
access or construction difficulties.

The definition of muskeg (1,
page 10) indicates that collective
ly, physiographical attributes of
the terrain help to characterize
and are just as important for pur
poses of definition as is peat, the
main material of which muskeg is
constituted. This suggests that if
mobility problems are to be ade
quately and effectively faced, they
must be assessed in relation to
features of organic terrain other
than peat structure. One of these
features is ice form.

An attempt has already been
made to designate the sub-surface
ice conditions that characterize
given kinds of organic terrain
(3), but the study is not yet com
plete. Ice form is not static. There
fore, when it is assessed in rela
tion to mobility, its dynamic quali
ties are inevitably isgnificant, For
this reason, seasonal changes be
come important. This is the im
plication that has not yet been
fully explored.

On the other hand, for applied
work it is often convenient to
characterize ice form in specified
times of the year, when, because of
ice form, mobility is critical. In
deed, the pressing circumstances
where ice form seriously affects
vehiclce mobility must be met, for
the time being, through tais ap
proach.
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Thin sheeting of ice occurs in
some muskegs (FI, EI, DFI, DEI).
If it supports the vehicle, it af
fords an excellent medium for
travel. When the thickness becomes
critical because of advancing
season or when interruptions oc
cur, this is the situation that lim
its mobility. For some vehicles,
frequent pitching and partial sub
sidence can be expected and -usual
ly not more than two passes will
be possible.

Ridging, recognized by the pres
ence of elongate, often joined,
thickenings of ice superimposed
on a continuous foundation of ice
that can be quite substantial in
depth, is conducive to stalling, high
frequency of pitch and in occasion
al "bogging" in the depressions
between ridges, for the base ice
between the ridges, is usually not
flat but is somewhat depressed.

Topographic variations present
circumstances which will inevitably
set controls on travel over organic
terrain. The significant topo
graphic features are shown in
Table I where their relationship
to muskeg type is also indicated.
An understanding of these topo
graphic features suggests at once
the way in which travel and op
erations generally will be impeded.
Therefore, no further elaboration
on this point seems necessary here

In Table III, a selection sf four
mechanical features appears which
the writers' regard as important
design components for muskeg
vehicles. Others could have been
selected, for example, articulation,
but the intent here is to demon
-strate the principle that any spe
cial design features pertinent to
organic terrain character are not
only advantageous but may limit
operations entirely if lacking. To
illustrate this, the four features
selected seem to be adequate. They
are considered in relation to seven
common coverage formulae.

It has been suggested that mo
bility in organic terrain in con
junction with transportation ~f

equipment or in construction, IS

best achieved when the lower run
of track conforms over all its area
to the ground contour. This fea
ture would seem to be essential to
achieve optimum travel conditions
because it affords better traction
and weight distribution. "n the
very coarse and very fine mus
kegs, it is relatively less ignifi
cant.

There is also fundamental ad
vantage to be gained in having a
frontal drive sprocket so arranged

Jean EvelN. W. Radforth

no" ice was present. To take advan
tage of ice for operations it will
be necessary to know the kinds of
muskeg in which the phenomena
listed in Table II actually occur
(3, 4).

Perhaps it is not clear as to how
ice form affects mobility. Ice
knolls are of such amplitude and
distribution as to seriously pro
mote frequent pitching of the
vehicle. Speed of travel is cut down
to a minimum, acceleration rates
are highly variable, loads are al
most constantly at a precarious
angle and the operator becomes
very much overworked. Probabil
ity for mechanical damage to
tracks is very high and vehicle
depreciation is excessive.

Ice polygons have a similar ef
fect to knolling except that here
change in angle of pitch is less
frequent. Also the phenomenon it
self is far less common.

The condition designated "In
terrupted Ice Sheet" can termin
ate an operation. It is highly im
portant to know where - even in
shallow muskegs - these "holes"
occur. In the majority of cases,
buoyancy of the vehicle becomes
an important factor if mobility is
to be sustained, and well directed
winching will be required in most
cases.

Frozen river banks may result
in sudden change in weight distri
bution with dangerous forward
pitching. Manoeuvrability is often
practically eliminated depending
somewhat on the size and kind of
vehicle.

In disturbed organic terrain,
the natural insulating value of the
peat is largely eliminated, drain
age is modified and because a
black surface is freshly exposed,
heat is absorbed thus discouraging
reformation of ice. It is important
to estimate in different kinds of
muskeg, the degree to which this
situation will limit operations. It
could not be tolerated at all by
some vehicles that might, under
more favourable conditions, tra
verse one or two kinds of muskeg.

Lensing of ice causes difficul
ties similar to those encountered
for interrupted ice sheets. The
lenses vary in size, but often they
may be from ten to twenty feet
in their horizontal diameter, some
times contiguous but more often
not. Under these conditions, sub
sidence of some vehicles can be ex
pected. Here again, it is important
to know where this condition might
arise in the muskeg. This j~ UQW
predictable.
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TABLE III

IMFORTANCE OF VEHICLE DESIGN IN VARIABLE ORG,\NIC TERR4.IN

FIEIEHDFI

Selection of another common
type of terrain (say EI, Table IV),
requires a different kind of ve
hicle arrangement and operation
for best effect. Though bearing
capacity of this terrain is rela
tively low (but not nearly as low
as for FI), it is possible to main
tain a maximum speed of 6 mph,
and to manoeuvre with ease with
little embarrassment through
pitching. On the other hand, if is
highly desirable to tow the load
because displacement is high. The
lead vehicle can be used more ef
fectively for personnel purposes
and for local tasks en route in
that it will be free from encum
brance of load. With manoeuvrabil
ity so favourable excessive winch
ing can be avoided. It is quite
likely that this terrain under the
circumstances suggested would re
sult in a faster and cheaper op-

TERRAIN REFERENCE TYPES

AE I\.EH BEl

MECHANICAL
FI\.CTOR

Frontal Drive
Sprocket

Synchronized
Winch and Tl"1ck

Track Run Conforming
to Ground Contour

Ground'Pressure
lower than It lr,/in~

Diagrams showing variability in functional effectiveness for four
selected vehicle design factors as these apply for seven comm~n
organic terrain types.

NOTE: Black ares s contain the ordinates indicating relative
effectiveness of the design feature. B1ack areas in
each rectangle suggest the degree of influence the
fe'lture imposes for organic terrain in general.

potential (AE, AEH) is selected
for travel and loads of several tons
are to be transported, the possi
bilities for a maximum speed of
6 mph. are least; effective man
oeuvrability is unlikely because of
the high density of surface ob
struction, ice knolling (Table II)
and terrain irregularity; pitch
that is great in amplitude and
frequent in incidence can be ex
pected. If a non-powered trailer
were being towed its displacement
would be negligible but it would be
an inconvenience unless something
were done to improve manoeuvr
ability for the tractor towing it.
Displacement for the lead vehicle
also. would be slight and therefore
if the load is not excessive with

'respect to the carrying specifica
tions of the lead vehicle it would
be better to dispense with the
trailer.

as to present to the muskeg mat
an inclined face of track area. In
organic terrain characterized with
formulae AEH and DFI (Table
III) , this feature has greatest
advantage. Formula AEH has deep
soft pockets separating coarse
woody members. Vehicles often
nose into these pockets and were
it not for a high front drive
sprocket with its associated track
incline, extraction of the vehicle
would not be facilitated. In DFI
terrain, the lower two-thirds of
the track is frequently submerged
at intervals. For this condition any
mechanical feature which would
assist the vehicle to rise on to the
mat immediately, would be helpful.
The frontal drive sprocket proves
to be a prominent aid.

A third factor, derived by syn
chronization of winch and track
speed, also proves effective in the
majority of the muskeg types
shown in Table III. For DFI and
FI and to a lesser degree in EH
and EI, absence of a speed differ
ential between track and winch en
ables the vehicle to take advantage
of any mat strength available in
case of a high degree of subsi
dence. The vehicle can be relative
ly easily guided onto unbroken
mat without risk of nosing down
or creating unnecessary destruc
tion to the structure of the peat

. it is attempting to traverse.
Low ground pressure is perhaps

the most obvious mechanical aid.
The slope to the crown in the ap
propriate diagram (Table III)
may suggest why some vehicles
with relatively high ground pres
sure can manoeuvre successfully
on some muskegs (AEH, AE)'
terrain types which in many areas
are widely prevalent.

It is difficult to plan wisely for
an operation on muskeg unless
some assessment can be made of
how the vehicles are going to re
spond in the different sets of con
ditions that the terrain imposes.
In Table IV are listed six func
tional response factors that relate
to the fundamentals of operations
in muskeg. For purposes of com
parison, they have been compared
with the same terrain types as
were selected for Table III. In dif
ferent ways and degrees each re
flects its independent relationship
to given terrain types.

In planning for an operation,
a comparison of these curves, made
in the knowledge of the type of
terrain to be traversed, would
prove its usefulness. Thus, if the
terrain type with the best bearing
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TABLE IV
VEHICLE RESPONSE I~ VlRI\13U; ORG,\NIC TERRAIN

DiagI"l.ms showing vari'ibility in vehicle performance for six
selected mobility functions as these are controlled by seven
organic terrain types.

NOTE: B'lack areas" contain the ordinates indicating rel'itive
low-high values for specified org'inic terrain types and as
a whole suggest a composite value for the terrain.

MECHANIC.\L TERRAIN REFERENCE TYPES
FA.CTOR

AE AEH BEl DFI EH El FI

Possibility for

~Maximum Speed 6 mph.

high

~.Effe"ctive
Manoeuvr'lbility

low

high

~Pitching

low

high

I..Lo'id Towing
Requirement

low

high

~Disphcement

low

high

~
Displacement re
Towed Vehicle with
no tI"iction low

tentials and performance of the
vehicle of which he is in charge.

Operations in muskeg on a year
round basis may thus be success
fully accomplished if preliminary
consideration is given to the prob
lems of vehicle adaptability and
terrain characteristics.

The observations and developed
principles expressed in this ac
count have been made possible
through a grant-in-aid from the
Associate Committee on Soil and
Snow Mechanics, National Re
search Council, Canada. That pre
diction of vehicle-terrain relations
can be made from aerial inspec
tion of the organic terrain is a
direct result of support from the
Defence Research Board of Canada
(Geophysics). To both these or
ganizations the authors express
their gratitude.
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available for organic terrain travel.
Vehicles are now being designed

with muskeg access in mind. It
will be appreciated, however, that
vehicle design is not solely, a func
tion of terrain, but that it relates
to the purpose or range of purpose
for which the vehicle is to be
applied. Best performance will be
achieved, therefore, not by one all
purpose vehicle, but by a range
of vehicle types. For these reasons,
it is advisable to select equipment
with known specifications for
muskeg access and to procure an
operator who is ware of the po-

eration involving a minimum of
road preparation and the entire
operation can be performed in the
summer.

It is possible to select routes
which present the fewest trans
portation problems for men and
machines, but even at the best
of times, there are many hazards
which, perhaps because they arise
from combined circumstances, are
unpredictable and may impede
progress. Also, before attempting
to penetrate a muskeg area, even
on selected routes, consideration
should be given to the equipment
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